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“ Just as there is no loss of basic energy in the universe, so no thought or action is without its effects, present or ultimate, seen or unseen, felt or unfelt. ” ― Norman Cousins
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Without a Hero



by
T.C. Boyle



1995·







·3.77·427 Ratings


T.C. Boyle was first feted as a master of the short story for his critically acclaimed Greasy Lake. With these stories applauded by People magazine as "wickedly comical," he displays once again a virtuosity and versatility rare in literary America today.
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Stories



by
T.C. Boyle



1999·






·4.21·1,340 Ratings


T. C. Boyle is one of the most inventive and wickedly funny short story writers at work today. Over the course of twenty-five years, Boyle has built up a body of short fiction that is remarkable in its range, richness, and exuberance. His stories have won
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Tooth and Claw



by
T.C. Boyle



2006·







·3.83·1,141 Ratings


Since his first collection of stories, Descent of Man, appeared in 1979, T.C. Boyle has become an acknowledged master of the form who has transformed the nature of short fiction in our time. Among the fourteen tales in his seventh collection are the comic
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East Is East



by
T.C. Boyle



1991·







·3.64·2,012 Ratings


Young Japanese seaman Hiro Tanaka, inspired by dreams of the City of Brotherly Love and trained in the ways of the samurai, jumps ship off the coast of Georgia and swims into a net of rabid rednecks, genteel ladies, descendants of slaves, and the denizens
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After the Plague: and Other Stories



by
T.C. Boyle



2002·







·3.85·1,213 Ratings


Hailed as one of the best short story writers of his generation, T.C. Boyle presents sixteen stories--nine of which appeared in The New Yorker--that highlight the evolving excellence of his inventive, modern, and wickedly witty style. In After the Plague,
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World's End



by
T.C. Boyle



1990·






·4·3,113 Ratings


This multi-generational novel ranges over the history of the Hudson River Valley from the late seventeenth century to the late 1960s with low humor, high seriousness, and magical, almost hallucinatory prose. It follows the interwoven destinies of families
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If the River Was Whiskey



by
T.C. Boyle



1990·







·3.93·1,004 Ratings


In sixteen stories, T.C. Boyle tears through the walls of contemporary society to reveal a world at once comic and tragic, droll and horrific. Boyle introduces us to a death-defying stuntman who rides across the country strapped to the axle of a Peterbilt
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Greasy Lake & Other Stories



by
T.C. Boyle



1986·







·3.96·992 Ratings


Mythic and realistic, farcical and tragic, The Washington Post Book World says these masterful stories mark T. Coraghessan Boyle's development from "a prodigy's audacity to something that packs even more of a wallop: mature artistry." They cover everythin
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McSweeney's #19



by
Dave Eggers
· T.C. Boyle
· Adam Golaski
· Sean Casey
· Brendan Connell



2006·







·3.8·303 Ratings


McSweeney s began in 1998 as a literary journal that published only works rejected from other magazines. Today, it has grown to be one of the country s best and largest-circulation literary journals, attracting works from some of the finest writers in the
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Red notice: a true story of high finance, murder, and one man's fight for justice


 350 Pages·2015·2.06 MB·New! 



. A financial caper, a crime thriller, and a political crusade, Red Notice is the story of one man taking  ...
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in the ancient texts of the Egyptian, Sumerian, Indian and Hebrew peoples. Did man have a fully developed  ...
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Stories from a Persuasive Man Jerry Weintraub  ...
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uproarious, bestselling true story of the world's most sought-after con man currently in development  ...
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covers to remind me what inspired that epic sex story. You wouldn't believe half
of the shit  ...
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